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Abstract
We present an algorithm to compute shortest paths on polyhedral surfaces under convex
distance functions such that critical refractions between any geodesic and any surface edge
can be avoided. Let n be the total number of vertices, edges and faces of the surface. Our
algorithm can be used to compute L1 and L∞ shortest paths on a polyhedral surface in
O(n2 log4 n) time. Given an ε ∈ (0, 1), our algorithm can ﬁnd (1 + ε)-approximate shortest
paths on a terrain with gradient constraints and under a cost model that
 combines path
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length and total ascent. The running time is O √ε n log n + n log n . This is the ﬁrst
eﬃcient PTAS for such a general setting of terrain navigation.
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Introduction

There are numerous applications that require path planning on terrains and polyhedral surfaces
(e.g. [15, 17, 20, 21, 22, 29]). On a polyhedral surface of n vertices, edges and faces, Mitchell,
Mount and Papadimitriou [23] presented an algorithm that runs in O(n2 log n) time, which was
subsequently improved by Chen and Han [9] to O(n2 ). Varadarajan and Agarwal [32] proposed
two approximation algorithms that run in subquadratic time: 7(1+ε)- and 15(1+ε)-approximate
shortest paths can be found in O(n5/3 log5/3 n) and O(n8/5 log8/3 n) time, respectively. Schreiber
and Sharir [28] presented an O(n log n)-time algorithm for convex polyhedral surfaces.
Terrain navigation has been studied from the perspectives of minimizing energy in robotics
(e.g. [13, 26, 31]) or avoiding steep paths in spatial database and GIS (e.g. [22, 33]), but
either no complexity result is given or the complexities of the algorithms given depend on the
terrain geometry. De Berg and van Kreveld [6] pioneered the study of some height constrained
path query problems on terrains, and posed the handling of additional constraints as open
problems. The special case of ﬁnding a shortest descending path (SDP) has received attention
lately. Ahmed et al. [3] presented twoalgorithms
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 a (1 + ε)-approximate SDP. The
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running times are O ε cos φ log ε cos φ and O ε log ε , where L is the largest edge length
in the terrain,  is the smallest distance of a vertex from a non-incident edge in the same terrain
face, and φ is the largest acute angle between a non-horizontal edge and a vertical line. Other
related results can be found in [3, 4, 5, 27]. Recently, we developed a (1 + ε)-approximate SDP
algorithm that runs in O(n4 log(n/ε)) time [10], which is the ﬁrst bound that is polynomial in
n and log(1/ε) and independent of the terrain geometry. It seems hard to compute the exact
SDP and no such algorithm is known so far.
This paper presents an algorithm for a constrained shortest path problem on a polyhedral
surface with a special property. We call this problem the PolyPath problem. Each surface
triangle f is associated with a convex polygon Hf that induces a convex distance function df .
The length of a subpath in f is measured using df . The constraint is an input upper bound
on the number of links in the output path. The special property is that any critical refraction
∗
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Figure 1: Assume that we are in the L1 metric. The bold path makes critical refractions at the
horizontal edge, which can be avoided using the dashed link without increasing the path cost.
between any geodesic and any surface edge can be avoided. That is, for every geodesic P ,
there is another geodesic Q with the same endpoints as P such that Q is not more costly
than P , Q passes through the same sequence of surface edges as P , and each of these edges
intersects Q transversally.1 Figure 1 gives an example. Given two vertices s and t and a
positive integer m, our algorithm returns the shortest path from s to t with m links or less in
O(hmn log mn + mn log2 m log2 hm) time, where h is the maximum size of the convex polygons
associated with the surface triangles. An immediate corollary is that an L1 or L∞ shortest path
on a polyhedral surface can be computed in O(n2 log4 n) time.2
On terrains, we can optimize c1 · Euclidean path length + c2 · total ascent with an ε relative
error under gradient constraints for every positive constant c1 and every non-negative constant
c2 . The total ascent is the total increase in heights of all ascending subpaths, which measures
the energy spent in increasing the potential energy. The weighted sum of the path length and
its total ascent gives rise to a convex distance function, which can be approximately induced
√
by a convex polygon of O(1/ ε) size. This allows us to reduce the problem to an instance of
√
PolyPath such that m = O(n) and h = O(1/ ε). Gradient constraints are speciﬁed by the
maximum ascent and descent gradients allowed in T . (The ascent and descent gradient bounds
may be diﬀerent, and they apply to all surface triangles.) This only changes the convex distance
function slightly. Section 4 describes
 these reductions. In all, our algorithm can return a (1+ε)approximate shortest path in O √1ε n2 log n + n2 log4 n time, which makes it the ﬁrst PTAS
for such a general setting of terrain navigation. Our
 result implies that a (1 + ε)-approximate
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SDP can be computed in O √ε n log n + n log n time.
There are several key ideas in solving the PolyPath problem. First, we discover how a
geodesic bends at a surface edge. In fact, there may be multiple ways for a geodesic to bend,
and we focus on a special type of geodesics in order to characterize the bending (Lemma 3.3).
Second, we show that a geodesic for an edge sequence σ is completely characterized by the angles
of incidence and exit at the edges in σ (Lemmas 3.5–3.7). A geodesic is thus preserved under
sliding3 , which enables us to construct one geodesic for some edge sequence and generate from it
other geodesics with the same edge sequence. This makes it possible to design a combinatorial
algorithm that composes a shortest path by combining shorter geodesics. Lastly, we design an
eﬃcient hierarchical scheme for combining geodesics (Section 3.2).

2

Preliminaries

Let T denote the input polyhedral surface with n vertices, edges and faces. W.l.o.g., assume that
each face of T is a triangle, and the source s and the destination t are vertices of T . Each face
f of T is associated with a convex polygon Hf , which contains the origin, lies in a plane parallel
1
This property is not enjoyed by all convex distance functions because critical refractions are sometimes
unavoidable in shortest paths in the general case [11, 24].
2
Not much is known about L1 and L∞ shortest paths on polyhedral surfaces. We presented an L1 shortest
path algorithm in [10] that runs in O(n3 log n) time.
3
If critical refractions are allowed, it is diﬃcult to deal with sliding a geodesic because one can slide the
subpaths before and after a critical refraction by diﬀerent amounts.
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to f , and induces the distance function df . We allow the origin to beon the boundary of Hf .
The cost of the directed segment pq ⊂ f is cost(pq) = df (p, q) = inf λ > 0 : λ1 (q − p) ∈ Hf ,
which can be computed in O(log |Hf |) time by binary search.
→
We use u to denote a vector and u to denote the unit vector in the same direction as u.
Given u and v , θ(u, v ) denotes the angle measured from u to v in counter-clockwise order, which
takes value in [0, 2π). The inner product of u and v is denoted by u, v .
All polygonal paths in this paper are oriented from their sources to their destinations. A
link of a polygonal path is a maximal segment in a face or on an edge of T , and its endpoints
are called nodes. We assume that every node is either a vertex or a point in the interior of an
edge because a node in the interior of a face can be removed by shortcutting without increasing
the path cost. By the requirement of the PolyPath problem on the convex distance functions,
we can further assume that every node in the interior of an edge is a transversal node, that is,
its two incident links lie in the interiors of two distinct faces.
Let pi , i ∈ [0, k], be the nodes in order along a path P . Let vi = pi − pi−1 for i ∈ [1, k]. The
→
→
→
→
direction vector of P is ( v 1 , . . . , v k ). We can specify P as (p0 , p1 , . . . , pk ) or as (p0 , ( v 1 , . . . , v k )).
The subpath
 of P from a point x to another point y is denoted by P [x, y]. The cost of P is
cost(P ) = face f cost(P ∩ f ). P denotes the Euclidean length of P .
The edges that P crosses in order is the edge sequence of P . It includes the edge containing
P ’s destination but not the edge containing P ’s source. A path may have multiple edge sequences if its interior passes though a vertex. For example, suppose that the edges e1 , e2 , . . . , ek
are incident to a vertex ν in circular order. If a path moves from the face bounded by e1 and ek
to ν onward to the face bounded by ei and ei+1 , then one edge sequence contains the substring
e1 e2 . . . ei , and another edge sequence contains the substring ek ek−1 . . . ei+1 .
A path P is a geodesic if it has the minimum cost among all paths with the same source,
destination, and edge sequence as P . The shortest path from s to t is the shortest geodesic
from s to t over all possible edge sequences.

3

Solving PolyPath

We ﬁrst characterize the geodesics by their direction vectors in Section 3.1. Then we propose
an algorithm in Section 3.2 to solve the PolyPath problem.

3.1

Properties of geodesics

Let σ = (e1 , e2 , . . . , ek ) be the edge sequence of some geodesic that starts from a point p0 on
the boundary of some face in T and ends at a point pk on the boundary of another face in
T . Thus, ei and ei+1 are distinct edges of the same face, and ei and ei+2 do not bound the
same face. Let e0 denote an edge adjacent to e1 that contains the source of the geodesic. For
i ∈ [1, k], let fi denote the face bound by ei−1 and ei .
For i ∈ [1, k], we deﬁne the positive and negative sides of a point on ei as follows. Orient ei
to obtain a directed segment ai bi so that fi and fi+1 are on the left and right of ai bi , respectively.
Let ei denote the vector bi − ai . Given two points p, q ∈ ei , we say that q lies on the positive
or negative side of p if q − p, ei  > 0 or q − p, ei  < 0, respectively. The head and tail of the
oriented ei are the positive and negative endpoints of ei , respectively.
There may be multiple geodesics that start from p0 , end at pk , and share the same edge
→
→
→
→
sequence σ. Let P = (p0 , ( v 1 , . . . , v k )) and let Q = (p0 , (w 1 , . . . , w k )) be two such geodesics.
→
→
→
→
We say that v i is smaller than w i if θ(ei , v i ) < θ(ei , w i ). The canonical geodesic from p0
and pk with edge sequence σ is the geodesic that has the lexicographically smallest direction
vector. Intuitively, the canonical geodesic hits every oriented ei at a point closest to the negative
endpoint of ei . This gives rise to the next lemma (proof in Appendix A.1).
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Lemma 3.1. Let P = (p0 , p1 , . . . , pk ) and Q = (q0 = p0 , q1 , . . . , qk = pk ) be two geodesics from
p0 to pk with the same edge sequence. If P is a canonical geodesic, then for i ∈ [1, k − 1], qi
does not lie on the negative side of pi .
We will characterize a canonical geodesic via the derivative of its cost, which may not
change smoothly as its destination moves. Thus, we deﬁne the derivative using limit and
it depends on how the limit is approached. Recall that σ = (e1 , . . . , ek ) and e0 is an edge
adjacent to e1 containing the source p0 of P . Let σij = (ei+1 , . . . , ej ). For every point p ∈
ei , deﬁne a function Cp,σij (x) to be the cost of a geodesic with edge sequence σij from p
to a point x ∈ ej . For every point q ∈ ej , deﬁne the function Dq,σij (x) be the cost of a
geodesic with edge sequence σij from a point x ∈ ei to q. We use x → x+ and x → x−
to denote x approaching x from the positive and negative sides of x, respectively. Deﬁne:
Cp,σij (x )−Cp,σij (x)
Cσ (p,x)−Cp,σ (x )
−
, ∂Cp,σ
(x) = limx →x− ij xx  ij
,
xx 
i,j


Dq,σij (x )−Dq,σij (x)
Dq,σij (x)−Dq,σij (x )
− (x) = lim 
, and ∂Dq,σ
.
x →x−
xx 
ij
xx 

+ (x) = lim
∂Cp,σ
x →x+
ij

limx →x+

+ (x) =
∂Dq,σ
ij

Lemma 3.2. Cp,σij (x) and Dq,σij (x) are convex piecewise linear function in x. If y is on the
+ (y) ≥ ∂C − (y) ≥ ∂C + (x) ≥ ∂C − (x). If y is on the
positive side of x in ej , then ∂Cp,σ
p,σij
p,σij
p,σij
ij
+
− (y) ≥ ∂D + (x) ≥ ∂D − (x).
positive side of x in ei , then ∂Dq,σij (y) ≥ ∂Dq,σ
q,σij
q,σij
ij
Proof. The function cost(x−1 x ) in x−1 and x is convex, piecewise linear. Since Cp,σij (x) =

 j
min
=i+1 cost(x−1 x ) : xi = p, xj = x, x ∈ e for  ∈ (i, j) , Cp,σij (x) is the minimization
of the cross-section of a convex, piecewise linear function. This implies the properties of Cp,σij ,
+
−
and ∂Cp,σ
stated in the lemma. The same argument works for Dq,σij (x).
∂Cp,σ
ij
ij
Our algorithm will form new geodesics by concatenating shorter ones. It is clear that if
we split a canonical geodesic (p0 , . . . , pk ) at pi , we obtain two shorter canonical geodesics.
Lemma 3.3 below shows that the converse is true under some conditions. Its proof is based on
the fact that pi cannot be perturbed to reduce the cost (Appendix A.2).
Lemma 3.3. If a path P = (p0 , p1 , . . . , pk ) is a canonical geodesic with edge sequence σ, where
pi ∈ ei , then the following conditions hold for every i ∈ [1, k − 1].
(i) P [p0 , pi ] and P [pi , pk ] are canonical geodesics with edge sequences σ0i and σik , respectively.
(ii) pi is the positive endpoint of ei or ∂Cp+0 ,σ0i (pi ) + ∂Dp+k ,σik (pi ) ≥ 0.
(iii) pi is the negative endpoint of ei or ∂Cp−0 ,σ0i (pi ) + ∂Dp−k ,σik (pi ) < 0.
Conversely, if the conditions above hold for some i ∈ [1, k − 1], then P is a canonical geodesic
from p0 to pk with edge sequence σ.
By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, once two canonical geodesics diverge, they will never cross.
Lemma 3.4. Let P = (p0 , . . . , pk ) and Q = (q0 , . . . , qk ) be two canonical geodesics with edge
sequence σ such that pi and qi lie in the interior of ei for i ∈ [1, k − 1]. If θ(pi − pi−1 , ei ) >
θ(qi − qi−1 , ei ) for some i ∈ [1, k − 1], then θ(pj − pj−1 , ej ) ≥ θ(qj − qj−1 , ej ) for all j > i.
Lemma 3.5 below shows that when we slide a geodesic, the path cost changes linearly.
Lemma 3.5. Let P = (p0 , . . . , pk ) be a geodesic with edge sequence σ, where pi lies in the
interior of ei for i ∈ [1, k]. Let Q = (q0 , . . . , qk ) be another path such that qi ∈ ei for i ∈ [0, k]
and qi−1 qi is parallel to pi−1 pi for i ∈ [1, k]. For i, j ∈ [0, k] such that i < j, define δij and γij by
→
the relations pi qi = δij · pj qj and cost(Q[qi , qj ]) = cost(P [pi , pj ]) + γij · qj − pj , ej . Then,
δij and γij depend on the direction vector of P [pi , pj ] only, δi−1,i and γi−1,i can be computed in
O(1) time, and for all  ∈ [i + 1, j − 1], δij = δi δj and γij = δj γi + γj .
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Figure 2: Three cases depending on the position of r relative to pi and pi .
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Proof. Let v i be the direction of pi−1 pi . By the sine law, δi−1,i = sin(θ( v i , e i−1 ))/ sin(θ( v i , e i
)). The edges ei−1 and ei share a negative endpoint a or a positive endpoint b. In the ﬁrst case,
→ →
→ →
→
qi−1 qi = sin(θ( e i , e i−1 )) · aqi / sin(θ( v i , e i−1 )). In the second case, qi−1 qi = sin(θ( e i−1
→
→ →
→ →
→ →
, e i )) · qi b / sin(θ( v i , e i−1 )). Thus, γi−1,i = ci · sin(θ( e i , e i−1 ))/ sin(θ( v i , e i−1 )), where ci is
→
the cost of a unit segment with direction v i in the face bound by ei−1 and ei . So δi−1,i and γi−1,i
→
depend on v i only. Assume that i < j − 1. For all  ∈ (i, j), pi qi = δi · p q = δi δj · pj qj ,
→
and cost(Q[qi , qj ]) = cost(Q[qi , q ]) + cost(Q[q , qj ]) = cost(P [pi , p ]) + γi · q − p , e   +
→
→
cost(P [p , pj ]) + γj · qj − pj , e j  = cost(P [pi , pj ]) + (δj γi + γj ) · qj − pj , e j . So δij = δi δj
and γij = δj γi + γj . Inductively, δij and γij depend on the direction vector of P [i, j] only.
We want to show that ∂Cp+0 ,σ0k , ∂Cp−0 ,σ0k , ∂Dp+k ,σ0k , and ∂Dp−k ,σ0k depend on the direction
vector only, i.e., not on the location of p0 and pk . Then, Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 allow us to
form canonical geodesics by sliding and concatenating shorter ones. The ﬁrst step is to prove
a conditional version of this result.
Lemma 3.6. Let P = (p0 , . . . , pk ) be a geodesic with edge sequence σ, where pi lies in the interior of ei for i ∈ [1, k]. Define δij and γij as in Lemma 3.5. If there exists i ∈ [1, k −1] such that
∂Cp+0 ,σ0i and ∂Cp−0 ,σ0i depend only on the director vector of P [p0 , pi ] and ∂Dp+k ,σikand ∂Dp−k ,σik
depend only on the direction
vector of P [pi , pk
], then: (i) ∂Cp+0 ,σ0k (pk ) = min ∂Cp+i ,σik (pk ) ,

+
−
δik · ∂Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + γik and ∂Cp0 ,σ0k (pk ) = min ∂Cp−i ,σik (pk ), δik · ∂Cp−0 ,σ0i (pi ) + γik , and



0i
and ∂Dp−k ,σ0k (p0 ) = min ∂Dp−i ,σ0i (p0 ),
(ii) ∂Dp+k ,σ0k (p0 ) = min ∂Dp+i ,σ0i (p0 ), δ10i ∂Dp+k ,σik (pi ) + γδ0i

γ0i
1
−
∂D
(p
)
+
i
,σ
p
δ0i
0 0i
δ0i .
Proof. (Sketch) Consider the derivation of ∂Cp+0 ,σ0k (pk ) in (i). The derivation of ∂Cp−0 ,σ0k (pk )
is symmetric. Take a point pk ∈ ek on the positive side of pk and arbitrarily close to pk . For
j ∈ [i, k−1], let pj be the point in ej such that pj pj+1 is parallel to pj pj+1 . Since pk is arbitrarily
close to pk , pi is also arbitrarily close to pi . Therefore,
Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Cpi ,σik (pk ) = Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Cpi ,σik (pk ) + ∂Cp+i ,σik (pk ) · pk pk
= Cp0 ,σ0k (pk ) + ∂Cp+i ,σik (pk ) · pk pk ,

Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Cpi ,σik (pk ) = Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + ∂Cp+0 ,σ0i (pi ) · pi pi + Cpi ,σik (pk ) + γik · pk pk
= Cp0 ,σ0k (pk ) + δik · ∂Cp+0 ,σ0i (pi ) + γik · pk pk .

Let Q be a geodesic from p0 to pk with edge sequence σ0k = σ. Let r be the node of Q
on ei . We are done if we can show that Cp0 ,σ0k (pk ) is equal to Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Cpi ,σik (pk ) or
Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Cpi ,σik (pk ). There are three cases in Figure 2 depending on the position of r. We
discuss one case here and leave the rest to Appendix A.3. Suppose that r ∈ pi pi (Figure 2(c)).
Since pi r and rpi are arbitrarily small, Cp0 ,σ0k (pk ) = Cp0 ,σ0i (r) + Dpk ,σik (r) = Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) +
∂Cp+0 ,σ0i (pi ) · pi r + Dpk ,σik (pi ) − ∂Dp− ,σ (pi ) · pi r , which is a linear function in pi r by
k

ik

our assumption that ∂Cp+0 ,σ0i and ∂Dp−k ,σik depend only on the direction vectors of P [p0 , pi ] and
5

P [i, k] respectively (hence ∂Dp− ,σ (pi ) = ∂Dp−k ,σik (pi )). Thus, the last expression is minimized
k ik
when r = pi or r = pi . Hence, Cp0 ,σ0k (pk ) = Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Dpk ,σik (pi ) = Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Cpi ,σik (pk )
or Cp0 ,σ0k (pk ) = Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Dpk ,σik (pi ) = Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Cpi ,σik (pk ).
The correctness of (ii) can be proved in a similar way.
Lemma 3.6 clearly lends itself to an inductive proof to establish the same result unconditionally, as stated in Lemma 3.7 below. The proof is in Appendix A.4.
Lemma 3.7. Let P = (p0 , . . . , pk ) be a geodesic path with edge sequence σ, where pi lies in the
interior of ei for i ∈ [1, k]. Let δij and γij be defined as in Lemma 3.5. Then ∂Cp+0 ,σ0k , ∂Cp−0 ,σ0k ,
∂Dp+k ,σ0k , and ∂Dp−k ,σ0k depend only on the direction vector of P . Moreover, the formulae in
Lemma 3.6 hold for all i ∈ [1, k − 1].

3.2

Algorithm

Chen and Han introduced the sequence tree to capture the edge sequences of geodesics on a
polyhedral surface in the L2 case [9]. The tree is grown until the number of tree levels meets
the input upper bound on the number of links allowed in the solution path. The best path
discovered from s to t is the shortest path desired. Constructing a new tree node involves
ﬁnding a new shortest path with a particular edge sequence. The key is to use the structural
properties in the last subsection to carry out this step and do it fast.
A sequence tree node α is a vertex-node or an edge-node which represents a vertex, denoted
να , or an edge of T , denoted eα . A face corner (f, ν) is the corner at a vertex ν of a face f . An
edge-node α annexes a face corner (f, ν) if eα is the edge of f opposite ν and the parent of α
does not correspond to another vertex or edge of f . (Since eα is opposite two face corners, the
second condition ensures that α annexes the face corner just included by the growing tree.)
The root corresponds to the source s. The edge-nodes on the tree path from the root to α
correspond to an edge sequence, denoted σα . Let α0 be the nearest ancestor vertex-node of α.
The edge-nodes on the tree path from α0 to α correspond to a suﬃx of σα , denoted σ̃α . The
edge sequences σα and σ̃α are used in the analysis, but they are not stored at α. In the case
that α is a vertex-node, Pα denotes the canonical geodesic from s to να that passes through
the edges in σα . We compute cost(Pα ) and stores it at α, but Pα is used in the analysis only.
The sequence tree is grown in a breadth-ﬁrst manner until the number of tree levels meets
the input upper bound m. When an edge-node annexing a face corner (f, ν) is expanded, it
gains at most one vertex-node corresponding to ν and two edge-nodes corresponding to the
edges of f incident to ν. When a vertex-node α is expanded, it gains at most one vertex-node
for each vertex adjacent to να and one edge-node for each edge opposite να . Multiple nodes
may correspond to the same edge or vertex. To control the tree size, Chan and Han introduced
the one-corner one-split property: at any time, at most one vertex-node corresponding to the
same vertex is allowed to have any child node; at most one edge-node annexing the same face
corner is allowed to have two child edge-nodes. This property ensures that at most O(n) tree
nodes are ever created at each level [9, Theorem 8].
A notion of dominance is need to maintain the one-corner one-split property. Let α and β
be two vertex-nodes corresponding to the same vertex ν or two edge-nodes annexing the same
face corner (f, ν). Let α0 and β0 be the nearest ancestor vertex-nodes of α and β, respectively.
Let P and Q be the canonical geodesics from να0 and νβ0 to ν that pass through the edges in σ̃α
and σ̃β , respectively. We say that α dominates β if cost(Pα0 ) + cost(P ) < cost(Pβ0 ) + cost(Q),
or cost(Pα0 ) + cost(P ) = cost(Pβ0 ) + cost(Q) but α is expanded before β in growing the tree.
Assume that α dominates β. Suppose they are vertex-nodes. If β has been expanded, we remove
all tree nodes descending from it; otherwise, we will not expand β. Suppose that α and β are
edge-nodes. There is an edge e incident to ν such that every geodesic from νβ0 to e through
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the edges in σ̃β crosses P . If β has been expanded, we prune the child node of β corresponding
to e; otherwise, when we expand β, we will not generate a child node corresponding to e.
After we construct a new leaf α of the sequence tree, it takes O(log mn) amortized time
to test the dominance and prune the tree, modulo the time to compute the costs of geodesics:
cost(Pα ) if α is a vertex-node, or the costs of geodesics from να0 to eα with edge sequence σ̃α if
α is an edge-node. Appendix B.1 describes the dominance testing and pruning. We give a proof
in [10, Lemma 3.1] that the pruning preserves a shortest path from s to t in the L∞ metric,
which is also applicable here. The correctness of our algorithm thus follows. In the rest of this
subsection, we describe how to compute the costs of geodesics when constructing a new leaf.
Edge-node creation. Let α be a new edge-node created at tree level . Let α0 be the nearest
ancestor vertex-node of α at tree level k < . Let (ek , . . . , e ) be the edges corresponding to the
edge-nodes on the tree path from α0 to α, with e denoting eα and ek denoting an edge incident
to να0 . We do some processing at α to aid the future growth of the subtree rooted at α.
For all i ≥ 0 such that k ≤  − 2i and 2i divides , we compute a data structure Liα to
represent the canonical geodesics from any point in e−2i to some point in e , which can be
represented by their direction vectors by Lemmas 3.3 and 3.7. The insight is that only some
critical direction vectors matter, and the rest can be linearly interpolated from them.
Let Iα,v ⊆ e−2i be the interval of origins of canonical geodesics that reach e with direction
vector v and edge sequence (e−2i +1 , . . . , e ).4 Let Aα,v : Iα,v → R and aα,v : Iα,v → e be
functions such that Aα,v (p) is the cost of the canonical geodesic from p to e with direction
vector v and edge sequence (e−2i +1 , . . . , e ), and aα,v (p) is the destination of this geodesic.
Let Bα,v : aα,v [Iα,v ] → R and bα,v : aα,v [Iα,v ] → e−2i be functions such that Bα,v (q) is
the cost of the canonical geodesic from e−2i to q with direction vector v and edge sequence
(e−2i +1 , . . . , e ), and bα,v (q) is the source of this geodesic. These four functions are aﬃne and
they can be stored in O(1) space and evaluated in O(1) time. The direction vectors in Liα are
stored in lexicographic order.5 The following properties are enforced on Liα :
• P1: Each direction vector in Liα is that of some canonical geodesic from e−2i to e .
• P2: Any two adjacent direction vectors diﬀer in exactly one entry. These two diﬀerent
directions point to the same edge of the convex polygon deﬁning the distance function for
the corresponding face.
• P3: Let v and w be two adjacent direction vectors. For any p ∈ Iα,v ∩ Iα,w and any t ∈
[0, 1], the cost of a geodesic from p to t aα,v (p)+(1−t)aα,w (p) is tAα,v (p)+(1−t)Aα,w (p).6
• P4: Let v and w be two adjacent direction vectors. For any q ∈ aα,v [Iα,v ] ∩ aα,w [Iα,w ]
and any t ∈ [0, 1], the cost of the geodesic from t bα,v (q) + (1 − t)bα,w (q) to q is tBα,v (q) +
(1 − t)Bα,w (q).
The ﬁrst direction vector in Liα is stored in its full form. For any other direction vector,
we only store its ﬁrst link, last link, and the diﬀerence from its predecessor in Liα . By P2, the
storage required by Liα is O(2i ) plus the number of direction vectors in the list.
The construction of Liα proceeds in increasing i. The base case is L0α . Let H denote the
convex polygon that induces the distance function for the face bounded by e−1 and e . L0α
4

Let P be the canonical geodesic from Iα,v to e with direction vector v and edge sequence (e−2i +1 , . . . , e ).
By Lemma 3.7, we can slide P in both directions until it is stuck, and the path remains a canonical geodesic
during the sliding. Thus, Iα,v is an interval, and so is the image of Iα,v under aα,v .
→
→
→ →
→ →
5
Two directions v i and w i for the links hitting ei are ordered by comparing θ( e i , v i ) and θ( e i , w i ).
6
By Lemma 3.3, given two canonical geodesics from p to e with adjacent direction vectors v and w, then any
linearly interpolation of the two diﬀerent directions yield another direction vector for which there is a canonical
geodesic from p to e . The same holds for two canonical geodesics with adjacent direction vectors v and w from
e−2i to the same point in e . Therefore, Iα,v ∩ Iα,w = ∅ ⇐⇒ aα,v [Iα,v ] ∩ aα,w [Iα,w ] = ∅.
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→

→

→

→

consists of the direction vector (− e −1 , e  ) or ( e −1 , − e  ) depending on whether e−1 and
e share a negative or positive endpoint, respectively, and every vector consisting of a single
direction that points to a vertex of H and can be used to go from e−1 to e . For i > 0, let β be
the ancestor edge-node of α at level  − 2i−1 (“midway” between α and α0 ), and let (u1 , . . . , ur )
i−1
and Li−1
has
and (v1 , . . . , vr ) be the sequences of direction vectors in Li−1
α , respectively. Lβ
β
been computed as β is an ancestor of α. Choose an arbitrary point p ∈ Iβ,uk ∩ Iβ,uk+1 . For
all k ∈ [1, r − 1], compute λβ,k =

Aβ,uk+1 (p)−Aβ,uk (p)

.


aβ,uk (p) aβ,uk+1 (p)

By P3, λβ,k is a constant, so λβ,k equals

+ at a
+
∂Cp,σ
β,uk (p), where σ = (e−2i +1 , . . . , e−2i−1 ), which is consistent with Lemma 3.7: ∂Cp,σ
is independent of the source p and the destination. Similarly, take an arbitrary q ∈ aα,vk [Iα,vk ]∩

aα,vk+1 [Iα,vk+1 ], and for k ∈ [1, r  − 1], compute πα,k =

Bα,vk+1 (q)−Bα,vk (q)
bα,vk (q) bα,vk+1 (q)

. By Lemma 3.3, Liα

consists of every concatenation uj vk such that λβ,j + πα,k ≥ 0 and λβ,j−1 + πα,k−1 < 0. By
Lemma 3.2, λβ,j ≤ λβ,j+1 and πα,k ≤ πα,k+1 , so we can scan λβ,j in increasing j and πα,k in
decreasing k to identify the good concatenations. We ﬁrst ﬁnd k0 ∈ [1, r  ] such that λβ,1 +πα,k0 ≥
0 and λβ,1 + πα,k0 −1 < 0, and so u1 vk0 is a good concatenation. Note that λβ,1 + πα,k < 0 for
all k < k0 . Next, we ﬁnd k1 ≤ k0 such that λβ,2 + πα,k1 ≥ 0 and λβ,2 + πα,k1 −1 < 0. Thus,
λβ,2 +πα,k ≥ 0 and λβ,1 +πα,k−1 < 0 for all k ∈ [k1 , k0 ], which makes u2 vk a good concatenation
for all k ∈ [k1 , k0 ]. Repeating the above gives Liα . When adding a concatenation uv, we compute
the auxiliary information in O(1) time: Iα,uv = bβ,u [ Iα,v ∩aβ,u [Iβ,u ] ], Aα,uv = Aβ,u +Aα,v ◦aβ,u ,
aα,uv = aα,v ◦ aβ,u , Bα,uv = Bα,v + Bβ,u ◦ bα,v , and bα,uv = bβ,u ◦ bα,v , where the operator ◦
composes two functions. Appendix B.2 shows that the construction preserves P1–P4.
Lemma 3.8. Creating an edge-node at level  takes O(2i h) time, where 2i is the largest power
of 2 that divides , and h is the maximum size of the convex polygons associated with the faces.
Proof. Let α be a new edge-node at level . L0α stores O(h) direction vectors. For i > 0, let
and Li−1
β be the edge-node at level  − 2i−1 , the size of Liα is at most the total size of Li−1
α
β .
i−1
j
i
Inductively, we obtain a time bound of j=0 O(2 h) = O(2 h).
Compute a geodesic to a vertex. Suppose that we expand an edge-node α, which annexes
a face corner (f, ν). Let α0 be the nearest ancestor vertex-node of α at tree level 0 < . Let
(e0 +1 , . . . , e ) be the edge sequence corresponding to the edge-nodes on the tree path from α0
to α. We are to create a vertex-node β for ν and compute the cost of the canonical geodesic
Pβ from s to ν through the edges (e0 +1 , . . . , e ).
For i = 1, 2, · · · , ﬁnd the largest i such that i ≤  and i − i−1 is a power of 2 that divides
both i and i−1 . This gives a sequence 0 < 1 < . . . < r = , where r = O(log ). For i ≥ 1,
let ki = i − i−1 and let αi be the ancestor edge-node of α at level i . We also use αr to denote
α. Let σi denote the edge sequence (e0 +1 , . . . , ei ) for i ∈ [1, r]. Pβ is the concatenation of Pα0
and the canonical geodesic P from να0 to ν through the edges (e0 +1 , . . . , e ). We already know
cost(Pα0 ). We compute cost(P ) by combining the Lkαii ’s in at most r + 1 stages. At the end of
the i-th stage, i ∈ [1, r], we ﬁx the preﬁx Qi of P up to ei .7
Assume that Qi−1 is ﬁxed. Let xi−1 denote its destination. Assume that we have computed ∂Cν+α ,σi−1 (xi−1 ) and ∂Cν−α ,σi−1 (xi−1 ). Consider the canonical geodesics from να0 through
0
0
(ei−1 +1 , . . . , e ) with Qi−1 as a common preﬁx. By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4, these geodesics spread
out from xi−1 to e and form a fan that contains να . We want to construct a path R from xi−1
to some point y ∈ ei such that Qi = Qi−1 R and the canonical geodesics that spread out from
y to e form a fan that contains να . Let ui−1 be the direction vector of Qi−1 . The idea is to
ﬁnd the direction vector v in Lkαii by binary search such that uv is the direction vector of Qi .
7

We deﬁne the preﬁx Qr of P only up to er = e instead of an edge of f incident to ν. It is because we will
apply Lemmas 3.5–3.7, which require the nodes the path other than its source to be in the interior of edges.
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The binary search works as follows. Let v be the “median” direction vector in the sublist
of Lkαii that we are working on. If xi−1 ∈ Iαi ,v , we remove half of the sublist of Lkαii and recurse.
Suppose that xi−1 ∈ Iαi ,v . We ﬁnd the smallest direction vector w and the largest direction
vector w such that ui−1 vw and ui−1 vw extend Qi−1 to two canonical geodesics through
(ei−1 +1 , . . . , e ) and the face f . (We will describe how to ﬁnd w and w shortly.) If these two
geodesics lie on the same side of να , by Lemma 3.4, we can remove half of the sublist of Lkαii and
recurse. If these two geodesics sandwich να , then ui−1 v extends Qi−1 to Qi . The destination of
Qi is y = aαi ,v (xi−1 ) and cost(Qi ) = cost(Qi−1 ) + Aαi ,v (xi−1 ). By Lemmas 3.5–3.7, ∂Cν+α0 ,σi (y)
and ∂Cν−α0 ,σi (y) can be computed in O(1) time from ∂Cν+α0 ,σi−1 (x) and ∂Cν−α0 ,σi−1 (x). Then we
ﬁx the next preﬁx Qi+1 . The binary search may also ﬁnish with two adjacent direction vectors
in Lkαii without ﬁxing Qi , a terminating case that we discuss after the next paragraph.
How do we ﬁnd the smallest and largest direction vectors w and w ? By Lemma 3.3,
k
we ﬁnd the smallest direction vector wi+1 in Lαi+1
i+1 by binary search such that vw i+1 is the
direction vector of some canonical geodesic from xi−1 through (ei−1 +1 , . . . , ei+1 ). Let y =
aαi ,v (xi−1 ) and let z = aαi+1 ,wi+1 (y). We apply Lemmas 3.5–3.7 to compute ∂Cν+α ,σi+1 (z)
0
and ∂Cν−α ,σi+1 (z) in O(1) time from ∂Cν+α ,σi (y) and ∂Cν−α ,σi (y). Then, we ﬁnd the smallest
0

k

0

0

Repeating the
direction vector wi+2 in Lαi+2
i+2 by binary search and extend to vwi+1 wi+2 .
→
above gives wi+1 wi+2 . . . wr . Finally, we apply pick the smallest direction w r+1 according to
→
Lemma 3.3 that extends wi+1 wi+2 . . . wr through f , and wi+1 wi+2 . . . wr (w r+1 ) is the desired

w. The largest direction vector w is obtained symmetrically.
Recall the terminating case that Qi cannot be ﬁxed and the binary search ﬁnishes with two
adjacent direction vectors v and v in Lkαii . We ﬁnd the smallest direction vector w as before
to extend v and v through (ei +1 , . . . , e ) and f . Note that vw and v w extend Qi−1 to two
→
canonical geodesics that sandwich ν. The last direction w r+1 in w brings us from ν to a point
z ∈ e , and the cost is cost(zν). We continue to bαr ,wr (z) ∈ er−1 and the cost accumulates
to cost(zν) + Bαi ,wr (z), and so on to a point y ∈ ei between aαi ,v (xi−1 ) and aαi ,v (xi−1 ),
where xi−1 is the destination of Qi−1 . Let C be the cost of the path that we have retraced
from ν to ei . Suppose that y = (1 − t)aαi ,v (xi−1 ) + t aαi ,v (xi−1 ). By P3 and Lemma 3.3,
cost(P ) = cost(Qi−1 ) + (1 − t)Aαi ,v (xi−1 ) + tAαi ,v (xi−1 ) + C.
Another terminating case is that we proceed all the way to stage r and ﬁx Qr . Then,
cost(P ) = cost(Qr ) + cost(xr ν), where xr is the destination of Qr .
Theorem 3.1. Let T be a polyhedral surface with n vertices in an instance of PolyPath.
Given a source s, a destination t and an integer m, the shortest path from s to t on T with no
more than m links can be found in O(hmn log mn + mn log2 m log2 hm) time, where h is the
maximize size of the convex polygons that define the distance functions in the faces of T .
Proof. (Sketch) The correctness follows from Lemma B.2 that the pruning of the sequence
tree preserves shortest paths. The details are given in Appendix B.3. We spend O(log mn)
amortized time in each invocation of dominance testing and pruning (Appendix B.1). At most
O(mn) tree nodes are created and thus O(mn log mn) total time is spent.
Divide the edge-nodes into O(log m) groups such that an edge-node is in group i if its level is
a multiple of 2i but not 2i+1 . Group i contains O(mn/2i ) edge-nodes. By Lemma 3.8, creating
a node in group i takes O(2i h) time. So it takes O(hnm log m) time to create all the edge-nodes.
To compute the cost of a geodesic for a vertex-node, we ﬁx O(log m) preﬁxes Qi ’s. To
extend Qi−1 to Qi , we binary search in Lkαii in O(log 2i h) = O(log h) = O(log hm) probes by
k
Lemma 3.8. Each probe requires O(log ) = O(log m) binary searches among the lists Lαi+1
i+1 ,
ki+2
2
2
Lαi+2 , . . .. So it takes O(log m log hm) time to compute the cost of a geodesic. The total
time spent on all vertex-nodes is thus O(mn log2 m log2 hm). We can reconstruct the direction
vector of the shortest path in similar way as in dealing with the terminating case of not ﬁxing
some Qi . So constructing the path takes only linear time, i.e. O(m).
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4

Applications

Under the L1 and L∞ metrics, h = O(1). Under the Lp metric for some p ≥ 2, Dudley’s
√
result [16] allows us to approximate the “unit disk” by a polygon of O(1/ ε) vertices such that
√
the polygon diameter is approximated with an ε relative error, i.e., h = O(1/ ε). In the above
cases, m = O(n) because there exists a shortest path that visits a face no more than once.
Theorem 4.1. Given a polyhedral surface of size n, the L1 and L∞ shortest paths between two
p ≥ 2 and every ε ∈ (0, 1),
vertices can be computed in O(n2 log4 n) time, and for every constant

1
2
a (1 + ε)-approximate Lp shortest path can be computed in O √ε n log n + n2 log4 n time.

φf

len

Sf

ϕ

Figure 3: Left: The face f makes an angle φf with the horizontal, and the ascent is len ·
sin ϕ sin φf . Right: The bold segment represents the clipping.
Consider path planning on a terrain with the cost function c1 · Euclidean length + c2 ·
total ascent for some constants c1 > 0 and c2 ≥ 0. Refer to the left image in Figure 3. The
ascent within a face f is len · sin ϕ sin φf , where len is the distance travelled in f , φf is the
gradient of a face f , and ϕ is the angle between the travel direction and the horizontal. Let Sf
denote the “unit disk” induced. On the uphill side, the boundary of Sf satisﬁes the equation
1 = (c1 + c2 sin ϕ sin φf ) len; on the downhill side, the boundary of Sf is the half-circle with
radius 1/c1 . Sf is convex with bounded aspect ratio, so we can approximate it by Dudley’s
√
result [16] to obtain a PolyPath problem instance with h = O(1/ ε) and m = O(n).
We can incorporate uphill gradient constraints. Let ψ be the input limit on the uphill path
gradient. Let pq be an oriented segment in the interior of f that makes an angle larger than
ψ with the horizontal. We can traverse a zigzag path from p to q in which each link makes an
angle ψ with the horizontal. The path length is equal to the height diﬀerence between p and q
divided by sin ψ, irrespective of the exact zigzag pattern. Each link can be as short as we wish,
and the zigzag path can stay inside f . Under this constraint, the top part of Sf that makes an
angle at least ψ with the horizontal should be clipped. Refer to the right image in Figure 3.
We can similarly handle downhill gradient constraints.
The above suggests that we can transform a shortest path P such that it visits a face no
more than once. There are some technical issues though. Suppose that P visits f twice at
points p and q. If p is in the interior of an edge, we may need to transform P to move from p to
a nearby point p ∈ f and then move from p to q by a zigzag path in f . Luckily, we can make
cost(pp ) negligible. If q is a vertex of f , it may be impossible to move from the interior of f
straight to q. In this case, P enters q from another face f  . We transform P so that it moves
uphill from a point q  near q on an edge of f to a point q  near q on an edge of f  and then to
q, such that every link in the detour has uphill gradient ψ. The detour cost is negligible, and
such detours around vertices introduce at most O(n) extra links. Thus, after transforming, the
path can be partitioned into two types of subpaths such that a subpath of the ﬁrst type lies
within a face of T and a face does not contain two subpaths of the ﬁrst type, and the subpaths
of the second type have O(n) links and negligible cost altogether. This produces an instance of
√
PolyPath with h = O(1/ ε) and m = O(n). Appendix C gives the details.
Theorem 4.2. Given a source s and a destination t on a polyhedral terrain of size n, we can
find a (1 + ε)-approximate shortest path under the cost function of c1 length + c2 ascent for some
constants c1 > 0 and c2 ≥ 0, where length is the Euclidean path length

 and ascent is the total
ascent. Gradient constraints can be imposed. The running time is O √1ε n2 log n + n2 log4 n .
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A
A.1

Missing proofs
Proof of Lemma 3.1

Let j be the smallest integer such that pj = qj . Since P is the canonical geodesic and
P [p0 , pj−1 ] = Q[q0 , qj−1 ], pj must be on the negative side of qj . If for all i > j, pi = qi or
12

pi is on the negative side of qi , then we are done. Otherwise, let i be the smallest integer such
that pi is on the positive side of qi . Then pi−1 pi must cross qi−1 qi , say at x. Since both P and
Q are geodesic paths, P [x, pk ] and Q[x, pk ] are both geodesics and have the same cost.
cost(P [p0 , pi−1 ]) + dfi (pi−1 qi ) + cost(Q[qi , pk ]) ≤ cost(P [p0 , x]) + cost(Q[x, pk ]) = cost(P )
We obtain a new geodesic R = (p0 , p1 , . . . , pi−1 , qi , qi+1 , . . . , qk ). Note that θ(ei , qi − pi−1 ) <
θ(ei , pi − pi−1 ). Therefore, the direction vector of R is lexicographically smaller than that of P ,
contradicting the assumption that P is a canonical geodesic.

A.2

Proof of Lemma 3.3

Suppose that P is a canonical geodesic. Then P [p0 , pi ] and P [pi , pk ] are canonical geodesics
as well. If pi is not the positive endpoint of ei , pick a point pi on the positive side of pi and
arbitrarily close to pi . By the deﬁnition of the functions ∂Cp+0 ,σ0i and ∂Dp+k ,σik , we obtain
Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Dpk ,σik (pi ) − Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) − Dpk ,σik (pi )
=

∂Cp+0 ,σ0i (pi ) + ∂Dp+k ,σik (pi ) · pi pi .

Since P is a geodesic, Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Dpk ,σik (pi ) ≥ Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Dpk ,σik (pi ), which implies that
∂Cp+0 ,σ0i (pi ) + ∂Dp+k ,σik (pi ) ≥ 0. If pi is not the negative endpoint of ei , we pick pi ∈ ei on the
negative side of pi and suﬃciently close to pi . Then,
Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Dpk ,σik (pi ) − Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Dpk ,σik (pi )
=

∂Cp−0 ,σ0i (pi ) + ∂Dp−k ,σik (pi ) · pi pi .

By Lemma 3.1, Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Dpk ,σik (pi ) > Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Dpk ,σik (pi ), and therefore, ∂Cp−0 ,σ0i (pi ) +
∂Dp−k ,σik (pi ) < 0.
Conversely, suppose that the three conditions are satisﬁed for some i ∈ [0, k]. Let pi be the
intersection point between ei and the canonical geodesic from p0 to pk with edge sequence σ.
If pi = pi , we are done. Suppose that pi = pi .
Consider the case of pi lying on the positive side of pi . By Lemma 3.2, Cp0 ,σ0i and Dpk ,σik
are convex functions. Therefore,
Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) ≥ Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + ∂Cp+0 ,σ0,i (pi ) · pi pi
Dpk ,σik (pi ) ≥ Dpk ,σik (pi ) + ∂Dp+k ,σik (pi ) · pi pi
Combining these two inequalities and condition (ii) in the lemma gives
Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Dp0 ,σ0i (pi ) ≥ Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Dp0 ,σ0i (pi ),
which shows that P is also a geodesic. However, pi is on the negative side of pi , which is a
contradiction to Lemma 3.1.
Consider the case of pi lying on the negative side of pi . By the convexity argument again,
we obtain
Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) ≥ Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + ∂Cp−0 ,σ0,i (pi ) · pi pi
Dpk ,σik (pi ) ≥ Dpk ,σik (pi ) + ∂Dp−k ,σik (pi ) · pi pi
But then these two inequalities and condition (iii) in the lemma imply that
Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Dp0 ,σ0i (pi ) > Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Dp0 ,σ0i (pi ).
This is impossible because P cannot be shorter than a geodesic.
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A.3

Proof of Lemma 3.6

Consider the derivation of ∂Cp+0 ,σ0k (pk ) in (i). The derivation of ∂Cp−0 ,σ0k (pk ) is symmetric. Take
a point pk ∈ ek on the positive side of pk and arbitrarily close to pk . For j ∈ [i, k], let pj be the
point in ej such that pj pj+1 is parallel to pj pj+1 . Since pk is arbitrarily close to pk , pi is also
arbitrarily close to pi . Therefore,
Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Cpi ,σik (pk ) = Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Cpi ,σik (pk ) + ∂Cp+i ,σik (pk ) · pk pk
= Cp0 ,σ0k (pk ) + ∂Cp+i ,σik (pk ) · pk pk ,

Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Cpi ,σik (pk ) = Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + ∂Cp+0 ,σ0i (pi ) · pi pi + Cpi ,σik (pk ) + γik · pk pk
= Cp0 ,σ0k (pk ) + δik · ∂Cp+i ,σik (pk ) + γik · pk pk .

Let Q be a geodesic path from p0 to pk with edge sequence σ0k = σ. Let r be the node of Q
on ei . We prove (ii) by showing that Cp0 ,σ0k (pk ) is equal to either Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Cpi ,σik (pk ) or
Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Cpi ,σik (pk ). There are three cases as shown in Figure 2 depending on the position
of r.
Suppose that r is on the negative side of pi . See Figure 2(a). Q[r, pk ] and P [pi , pk ] must
cross in this case, say at point x. Since both P and Q are geodesics, their subpaths are also
geodesics. Therefore, cost(P [p0 , x]) = cost(Q[p0 , x]), which yields Cp0 ,σ0k (pk ) = cost(Q) =
cost(P [p0 , x]) + cost(Q[x, pk ]) ≥ Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Cpi ,σik (pk ). A geodesic to pk cannot be longer
than any path to pk via pi . Therefore, Cp0 ,σ0k (pk ) = Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Cpi ,σik (pk ).
Suppose that r is on the positive side of pi . See Figure 2(b). Since Cp0 ,σ0i is a convex function
by Lemma 3.2, Cp0 ,σ0i (r) ≥ Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + ∂Cp+0 ,σ0i (pi ) · pi r = Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + ∂Cp+0 ,σ0i (pi ) · pi r ,
where the last equality follows from the fact that pi is arbitrarily close to pi . Because pj pj+1 is
parallel to pj pj+1 for all j ∈ [i, k − 1], we obtain ∂Dp+ ,σik (pi ) = ∂Dp+k ,σik (pi ) by the assumption
k

that ∂Dp+k ,σik depends on the direction vector of P [i, j] only. So Dpk ,σik (r) ≥ Dpk ,σik (pi ) +
∂Dp+ ,σ (pi ) · pi r = Cpi ,σik (pk ) + ∂Dp+k ,σik (pi ) · pi r . Combining the two inequalities above
k ik
gives
Cp0 ,σ0k (pk ) = Cp0 ,σ0i (r) + Dpk ,σik (r)

≥ Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + ∂Cp+0 ,σ0i (pi ) · pi r + Cpi ,σik (pk ) + ∂Dp+ ,σik · pi r
k

= Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Cpi σik (pk ) + ∂Cp+0 ,σik (pi ) + ∂Dp+k ,σik (pi ) · pi r
≥ Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Cpi σik (pk ).

(∵ Lemma 3.3)

Suppose that r ∈ pi pi . See Figure 2(c). Since pi r and rpi are arbitrarily small,
Cp0 ,σ0k (pk ) = Cp0 ,σ0i (r)+Dpk ,σik (r) = Cp0 ,σ0i (pi )+∂Cp+0 ,σ0i (pi )· pi r +Dpk ,σik (pi )−∂Dp+ ,σ (pi )·
k

ik

pi r . The last expression is a function linear in pi r by our assumption that ∂Cp+0 ,σ0i
and ∂Dp+k ,σik depend only on the direction vectors of P [p0 , pi ] and P [i, k] respectively (hence
∂Dp+ ,σ (pi ) = ∂Dp+k ,σik (pi )). Therefore, the last expression is minimized when r = pi or
k ik
r = pi . It follows that either Cp0 ,σ0k (pk ) = Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Dpk ,σik (pi ) = Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Cpi ,σik (pk )
or Cp0 ,σ0k (pk ) = Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Dpk ,σik (pi ) = Cp0 ,σ0i (pi ) + Cpi ,σik (pk ).
The correctness of (ii) can be proved in a similar way.

A.4

Proof of Lemma 3.7

We ﬁrst show that ∂Cp+i−1 ,(ei ) (pi ) depends only on the direction of pi −pi−1 . Divide all directions
into cones, each being the set of directions from the origin to all points in one edge of the polygon
Hfi deﬁning the distance function for the face f bound by ei−1 and ei .
If pi − pi−1 points to a vertex of Hfi , there are two cones that contain pi − pi−1 . We use −
to denote the support line of the edge of Hfi deﬁning the cone that comes ﬁrst in anticlockwise
14

pi − pi−1

pi − pi−1

w
 i,+ w
 i,−

w
 i,+
=w
 i,−
O

O

Figure 4: Left: The ray in the direction of pi − pi−1 crosses the boundary of Hfi at a point that
 i,+ . Right: The ray in the direction of pi − pi−1 crosses the boundary
is not a vertex. w
 i,− = w
 i,− and w
 i,+ are deﬁned by the edges of Hfi incident to that vertex.
of Hfi at a vertex, so w
order among these two cones, and + denotes the support line of the edge of Hfi that deﬁnes
the other cone. If pi − pi−1 points to the interior of an edge of Hfi , then both + and − denote
 i,− be the vectors that are orthogonal to + and
the support line of this edge. Let w
 i,+ and w
− , respectively. See Figure 4.
 i,+ / w
 i,+ and cost(pi−1 pi ) = pi − pi−1 , w
 i,+ / w
 i,+ . So
Then cost(pi−1 pi ) = pi − pi−1 , w
→
+
 i,+ / w
 i,+ , which only depends on the direction of pi − pi−1 . Similarly,
∂Cpi−1 ,(ei ) (pi ) =  e i , w
one can verify that
∂Cp−i−1 ,(ei ) (pi ) =

→

→

→

 e i, w
 e i−1 , w
 e i−1 , w
 i,− 
 i,+ 
 i,− 
, ∂Dp+i ,(ei ) (pi−1 ) = −
, ∂Dp−i ,(ei ) (pi−1 ) =
.
w
 i,−
w
 i,+
w
 i,−

They all depend on the direction of pi − pi−1 only.
∂Cp+0 ,σ01 (p1 ) and ∂Cp−0 ,σ01 (p1 ) depend only on the direction of p1 − p0 by the discussion
above. Applying Lemma 3.6(ii) with i = 1 and k = 2 shows that ∂Cp+0 ,σ02 (p2 ) and ∂Cp−0 ,σ02 (p2 )
depend only on the directions of p1 − p0 and p2 − p1 . By repeatedly applying Lemma 3.6(ii)
with k = i + 1, one can show that ∂Cp+0 ,σ0j (pj ) and ∂Cp−0 ,σ0j (pj ) depend only on the direction
vector of P [p0 , pj ].
Analogously, using Lemma 3.6(iii), we can show that ∂Dp+k ,σjk (pj ) and ∂Dp−k ,σjk (pj ) depend
only on the direction vector of P [pj , pk ]. Thus, the conditions on Lemma 3.6(i) and (ii) can be
removed.

A.5

Proof of Lemma 3.4

Without loss of generality, assume that θ(p −p−1 , e ) = θ(q −q−1 , e ) for  < i. By Lemma 3.7,
we can assume that p0 = q0 . So q = p for  < i and qi is on the positive side of pi .
By Lemma 3.2, ∂Cp+0 ,σ0i (qi ) ≥ ∂Cp−0 ,σ0i (qi ) ≥ ∂Cp+0 ,σ0i (pi ) ≥ ∂Cp−0 ,σ0i (pi ), which enforces that
θ(pi+1 − pi , ei+1 ) ≥ θ(qi+1 − qi , ei+1 ) by applying Lemma 3.3 with k = i + 1. Then qi+1
is also on the positive side of the pi+1 , and therefore ∂Cp+0 ,σ0,i+1 (qi+1 ) ≥ ∂Cp−0 ,σ0,i+1 (qi+1 ) ≥
∂Cp+0 ,σ0,i+1 (pi+1 ) ≥ ∂Cp−0 ,σ0,i+1 (pi+1 ). Repeating the argument, one can show θ(pj − pj−1 , ej ) ≥
θ(qj − qj−1 , ej ) for all j > i.

B
B.1

Missing details of the algorithm
Dominance checking and tree pruning

The vertex-node case is easy. For each vertex of T , we record the current corresponding vertexnode β that dominates all other vertex-nodes that correspond to vβ . When a new vertex-node
α corresponding to vβ is created, we compare α and β to see which of the two dominates the
other. Thus, it takes only O(1) time modulo the time for computing the geodesic cost from s
to vα with edge sequence σα .
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It takes more time to handle edge-nodes. For every face corner (f, v), we record the edgenode β that annexes (f, v) and dominates all other edge-nodes annexing (f, v). We say that
β occupies (f, v). Suppose that a new edge-node α annexing (f, v) is generated. Let α and
β  be the nearest proper ancestor vertex-nodes of α and β, respectively. Let P and Q be the
geodesics from vα and vβ  to v through the edges in σ̃σ and σ̃β , respectively. We must have
computed and recorded cost(Pβ  ) + cost(Q) beforehand as β occupies (f, v). Therefore, modulo
the time to compute cost(P ), we can compare cost(Pα ) + cost(P ) with cost(Pβ  ) + cost(Q) to
decide the dominance in O(1) time. Without loss of generality, assume that α dominates β.
Then, α replaces β as the edge-node that occupies (f, v).
To decide which child edge-node of β to prune, we need to reﬁne the notion of dominance.
Consider the two edge sequences σα and σβ . Let e denote the ﬁrst edge in the longest common
suﬃx of σα and σβ .
• If σα is not a suﬃx of σβ , let eα be the edge in σα before e. Then α dominates β on the
positive side (resp. negative side) if eα and e share the positive (resp. negative) endpoint.
• If σα is a suﬃx of σβ , let eβ be the edge in σβ before e, and α dominates β on the positive
side (resp. negative side) if eβ and e share the negative (resp. positive) endpoint.
Correspondingly, we use e+ and e− to denote the two edges of f incident to v such that v is the
positive and negative endpoints of e+ and e− , respectively. Suppose that α dominates β on the
positive side. If β has been already expanded, we delete the child edge-node of β corresponding
to e+ as well as its descendants. If β has not yet been expanded, we will not let β gain a child
edge-node corresponding to e+ . The pruning is symmetric for the case of α dominating β on
the negative side.
Recall that we do not explicitly store σβ for a tree node β. So we cannot just trace σα and
σβ to decide whether α dominates β on the positive or negative side. This tracing could be
time-consuming anyway. Instead, we introduce some auxiliary data structures for making this
decision. For every face corner (f, v), we maintain a ordered list of edge-nodes annexing it.
Note that these edge-nodes correspond to the same edge e of f , and e is oriented consistently
with respect to these edge-nodes. Let u+ and u− be the positive and negative endpoints of e,
respectively. Let α and β  be the parent nodes of α and β, respectively. Let g = wu+ u− be
the face of T that shares e with f . The ordering of two edge-nodes α and β in the ordered list
for (f, v) is determined as follows.
• Suppose that α and β  annex diﬀerent face corners of g. If eα and e share the common
positive endpoint u+ , then α precedes β in the ordered list for (f, v). Otherwise, eα and
e share the common negative endpoint u− , and β precedes α in the ordered list for (f, v).
• If α and β  are edge-nodes annexing the same corner of g, and α precedes β  in the
ordered list for that face corner, then α precedes β in the ordered list for (f, v).
• If α is an edge-node annexing (g, u+ ) and β  is a vertex-node corresponding to w, then
α precedes β in the ordered list for (f, v).
• If α is a vertex-node corresponding to w and β  is an edge-node annexing (g, u− ), then
α precedes β in the ordered list for (f, v).
Assume that α dominates β. If α precedes β in the ordered list for (f, v), then α dominates
β on the positive side; otherwise, α dominates β on the negative side. The rules above are
based on the information at the parents of α and β in such a way that the decision process is
equivalent to tracing σα and σβ . This explains the correctness. Since an edge-node annexing
(f, v) can change, we need to represent the sorted list for (f, v) with a balanced binary search
tree. The sorted list is no more than the tree size which is O(mn). Therefore, the dominance
testing can be done in O(log mn) time.
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B.2

Preservation of properties P1–P4

Lemma B.1. For any i ≥ 0, Liα satisfies P1–P4.
Proof. Consider the base case of i = 0. P1 clearly holds because any direction vector added has
only one link. P2 also holds by the choices of directions picked by the algorithm. Suppose that
→
→
vj = ( v j ) and vj+1 = ( v j+1 ) are two adjacent direction vectors. The direction of the oriented
→
→
segment from p to any point between aα,vj (p) and aα,vj+1 (p) lies between v j and v j+1 . Since
→
→
v j and v j+1 point to the same edge of the convex polygon that deﬁnes the distance function,
the cost of the segment from p to a point between aα,vj (p) and aα,vj+1 (p) is a linear interpolation
of Aα,vj (p) and Aα,vj+1 (p). Therefore, P3 holds. P4 can be proved similarly.
Consider the case of i > 0. Let  be the level of α. Let β be the ancestor edge-node of α at
i
and Li−1
level  − 2i−1 . Assume that P1–P4 hold for both Li−1
α
β . P1 holds for Lα by the order
in which good concatenations are added.
Consider P2. Any two successive concatenations added to Liα share either a preﬁx, i.e. uv
and uv , or a suﬃx, i.e. uv and u v. By P2, u and u diﬀer in exactly one entry, and so do v
and v . It follows that P2 is also satisﬁed by uv and uv and uv and u v.
and Li−1
Consider P3. Take any two adjacent direction vectors in Li−1
α
β . They diﬀer at
→
→

one entry by P2 and we can write them as u = w (w 0 ) w and v = w (w 1 ) w . Let P and Q
be the canonical geodesics from p to aα,u (p) and aα,v (p) respectively. Consider the canonical
geodesic R from p to a point q = (1 − t)aα,u (p) + t aα,v (p) for some t ∈ [0, 1]. By Lemma 3.3,
→
→
→
→
the direction vector of R is w (w) w , where w lies between w 0 and w 1 . Let rx, ry and rz
→ →
→
be the segments of P , R and Q, respectively, that have directions x, y and z , respectively.
Because R[y, q], P [x, aα,u (p)] and Q[z, aα,v (p)] have the same direction vector, we get y =
(1 − t)x + tz, and cost(R[y, q]) = (1 − t) cost(P [x, aα,u (p)]) + t cost(Q[z, aα,v (p)]). By P2,
cost(ry) = (1 − t) cost(rx) + t cost(rz). Therefore, cost(R) = (1 − t) cost(P ) + t cost(Q).
P4 can be proved similarly.

B.3

Correctness of the algorithm

The following lemma was originally proved for L∞ metric. But the proof only uses the triangle
inequality, so the result can be naturally generalized to the distance functions deﬁned in this
paper.
Lemma B.2 ([10, Lemma 3.1]). Let α and β be two edge-nodes annexing the same face corner
(f, ν) such that α dominates β on the positive side (resp. negative side). Let e be the edge in f
whose negative (resp. positive) endpoint is ν.
(i) α is not a descendant of β.
(ii) Let α and β  be the nearest proper ancestor vertex-nodes of α and β, respectively. For
every point x ∈ e and every geodesic Q with edge sequence σ̃β ·(e) from νβ  to ν, the geodesic
P with edge sequence σ̃α · (e) from να to ν satisfies cost(Pα ) + cost(P ) ≤ cost(Pβ  ) +
cost(Q), and if they are equal, then α is expanded before β.
Consider the correctness of the algorithm. Let P0 be the shortest path from s to t with no
more than m links. By the requirement of the PolyPath problem, we can assume that every
node of P0 is either a transversal node or a vertex of T . If there are multiple choices for P0 , we
pick P0 to be one that has the fewest nodes.
The sequence tree is grown to contain the preﬁx of P0 until the vertex-node corresponding
to t is reached or an edge-node α0 is dominated by some other edge-node β such that the child
node of α0 that would contain a longer preﬁx of P0 is pruned. In the former case, the sequence
tree captures the edge sequence of P0 , and the algorithm computes the cost of the geodesic
with respect to that edge sequence, so we are done. Consider the latter case. Let x be the
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intersection point between P0 and the edge corresponding to α0 and β. By Lemma B.2, β
contains a path Q to x that is at least as good as P [s, x]. Let P1 = Q · P [x, t]. By our choice
of P0 , cost(P1 ) = cost(P0 ), P1 has the same number of nodes as P0 , and β is at the same depth
as α0 but expanded earlier. Note that β cannot be dominated by any other edge-node. The
subtree of β grows to contain P1 , or a descendant α1 of β is dominated by some other edge-node
and the child of α1 that would contain a longer preﬁx of P1 is pruned. We can then repeat the
analysis above, which can happen at most m times. The correctness thus follows.

C

Reduction to a PolyPath instance

Let P be a shortest path s to t that satisﬁes the gradient constraints. Consider the intersections
between P and a face f. Let p be the ﬁrst point of entry. Let q be the last point of exit. For
now assume that neither p nor q is a vertex of f . Let p0 and q0 be in the interior of f arbitrarily
close to p and q, respectively, such that we can move from p to p0 and from q0 to q with uphill
gradient ψ. We assume that the gradient of pq exceeds ψ; otherwise, we can connect p and q
and skip P .
Without loss of generality, assume that q is higher than p. Let ψ be the ascent gradient
bound. Let p be the last point on P after p such that p and p have the same height. That is,
the subpath after p never drops below the height of p. Let P  be the longest ascending subpath
of P that starts at p and does not go above the height of q. Let x be the other endpoint of P  .
Let y be the point on the segment pq ⊂ f that has the same height as x. We can follow a
zigzag path from p to p0 and then to y, and the length of this path is H/(sin ψ), where H is the
height diﬀerence between p and y. The subpath of P  from p to x cannot be shorter because
the same height diﬀerence H is covered with a ascent gradient no greater than ψ. It follows
that the subpath of P from p to x is not shorter than the zigzag path length from p to y. At
the same time, the ascent of the zigzag path is the smallest possible because it does not goes
monotonically upward.
We can repeat the above argument to the next ascending subpath of P that rises above the
point x. Eventually, we reach the conclusion that the a zigzag path from p to q is as long as P ,
and this zigzag path has the smallest ascent possible.
If p or q is a vertex of f , then we may have to ﬁrst detour as described in the paragraph in
Section 4 preceding Theorem 4.2 before applying the detour in the above. Again, the detour
cost is negligible.
We have already described in Section 4 how our approximate terrain navigation problem
√
gives rise to a convex distance function induced by a convex polygon of O(1/ ε) vertices. We
have argued in the above that there exists a path with cost arbitrarily close to the optimum,
and it can be partitioned into subpaths of two types such that a subpath of the ﬁrst type lies
within a face of T and a face does not contain two subpaths of the ﬁrst type, and the subpaths
of the second type have O(n) links and negligible cost altogether. Although a subpath of the
ﬁrst type has many links due to the zigzag, zigzagging is only needed for the physical path
on the terrain. Under the convex distance function metric induced by the problem, the zigzag
path from p to q is replaced by an oriented segment from p to q. Similarly, a subpath of the
second type may also zigzag within a face, and the zigzagging is replaced by a single oriented
segment under the convex distance function metric. This produces an instance of PolyPath
√
with h = O(1/ ε) and m = O(n).
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